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1.1 What is the Spiritual World?
{Confucius}
[3-255]

Many men have not understood what the Spiritual
World is, even though they are inside spiritual
centres. They are the disbelieving Thomases.
Ignore them and do not be interested in their faith;
they will be compelled to believe when they become
wrecks of humanity.

inside: attend.

First of all, your brothers need to become familiar
with what the Spiritual World is. It is neither a
theatre, nor the Delphi oracle. It is the Highest
Authority of souls with the Lord as Leader and His
advisors being His Stars and the Executive Leaders
of sections.
Transmission of lectures from the Spiritual World
takes place directly from the Palace of the Lord or,
alternatively, from the area of Spiritual Splendour
whose Highest Leader is Divine Plato.
The means of communications are many and
without accountability. This is because, while you
follow the talk of a particular Leader, it is possible
for the Evil Spirit to continue the same talk, but with
a different aim, because the apparatus can be
used by both sides.
When they have the necessary attributes
spiritualists can tell the difference in various
situations, between the correct and the incorrect.
But often Man’s spirit is unable to differentiate
between the qualities of the speeches and thus he
makes a great error if he does not check them. For
this reason, from a long time ago We have insisted
that this path would check everything. This is
because it is unique of its type. It was created by
the Lord and blessed by Anarhon. Those that have
Spiritualism and Spiritual Enlightenment – Book 3

apparatus: in this case the
medium. Sometimes they
are referred to as the
equipment. Both sides can
use the apparatus: good
and evil.

this
path:
the
communication link between
The Divine Authority and the
medium
(channel)
G
Pisanis.
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sacred Faith will accept this Truth; but those that
are attracted by the Evil Spirit, should distance
themselves from Our Texts because they will
become the reason for their downfall. Let these
men examine this Truth. Unfortunately, when they
accept It, it will be too late for them, because they
will suffer the just punishment of the Spiritual World.
The Spiritual World punishes the thorns of societies
so it can save the flowers of humanity whose
perfume will revitalise all brothers, so that, through
their third eye they will see the Light of Truth and
the benefit to their soul.
Many men are content with only being nonbelievers, and they also drag other naïve men to
the precipice. In this case their sin is multiplied in
the Spiritual World and in vain will they ask the help
of the Divine. The Divine does not have ears for
them, since they did not listen to the Voice of
Heaven or else ignored it through unfaithfulness
and materialism.
In time I will teach an honorary member of your
brotherhood, who is present here, the lever with
which to eliminate falsehood. This lever is part of
the ammunition of Love and only through this lever I
eliminate the falsehood of the people responsible in
my faraway country on Earth. I am late, but I have
acted appropriately, so that I can forever destroy
the god of falsehood and of hypocrisy.
When a leader of a country does not know the
benefits of Love, his spirit materialises the Good at
the expense of this Good. We say: “The wicked
snake causes pity, in order to destroy the
benefactor”. It is an old Chinese proverb.
My brother and your brother will be astonished by
Heaven’s wisdom when he walks towards it and
Spiritualism and Spiritual Enlightenment – Book 3
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perceives that the entire wisdom of your world is
nothing but a bubble. There was only one wise
man in your world, Socrates. All others have taught
truths and falsehoods.
Falsehoods in their
ignorance, because this wisest of all knew what he
didn’t know: That, which he doesn’t know!

1.2 Spiritualism is the most ancient
religion
{Pharah}
[18-202]

Something strange is happening. Even though We
are all powerful as an Authority of the Spiritual
World and do not wish to exceed the limits of trust
that the Lord has in Us, despite this, you (I do not
mean the very faithful) often compel Us to expand
indirectly and give further explanations. Why is
this?
It is because you do not have sufficient Faith in Us.
Without Faith, as you know, you will not be able to
develop the spirit and balance it with the soul.
While on Earth the governor of you yourself is the
spirit and very seldom the soul. Your actions are
spiritual. That is why your gatherings are Spiritual
and not psychical (of the soul). You, what do you
know about the soul? Nothing! The soul is Divine
Breath. It cannot be researched or analysed, even
in Heaven.

psychical: based on the
soul. From the Greek ψυχη
psyche for soul.

Why do small-minded men seek to dispense with
the word “spiritualism”? Is it because a few of the
clergy are enlightened and inspired by the thousand
masks that Lucifer has at his disposal? Ask to learn
what the meaning of spiritualism is, because I see
that you have perceived it wrongly.
Spiritualism and Spiritual Enlightenment – Book 3
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Spiritualism is the most ancient religion of nations
and I can also say, at the same time it is the
newest. spiritualism has opened the gates of
Heaven and it teaches everything that the Lord
taught, with the difference being that today it adds
not spiritualism per se, but the Lord through
spiritualism. It teaches mortals new directions and
unknown Mysteries that have never been taught
since the beginning of the world!
Do not misunderstand these words that are given
by the Light of Truth. Have a look at all the
nations of your world to ascertain that what the Lord
has proclaimed in His Parliament is all true. Why
do you then dispute everything that Heaven
transmits following instruction from the Lord? If you
do not have pure Faith in the Spiritual World, there
is no point in coming to It and following Its
Teachings. Heaven has never taught anything that
will harm humanity. On the contrary, it advises and
directs towards the correct Path of the Lord.
Whoever does not accept these New Scriptures of
Heaven, opposes the path that the Lord has drawn.
He wears the mask of an angel but remains an evil
spirit inside.

Light of Truth: is Lord
Pharah and He uses this
name, Light of Truth, when
He wishes to stress His
Authority.

New Scriptures: all the
texts
that have
been
delivered via the spiritualist
meetings to the Spiritualist
Society of Athens.
“The
Divine Light” and through its
channel G Pisanis.

1.3 Why the Nicaea Synod excluded
Spiritualism
{Pharah}
[23-101]

Dear brethren, it is very pleasing that amongst you
is a brother who preaches the Word of the Lord.
We do not differentiate if one is a clergyman, the
other a scientist or a simple mortal. All men are
equal in front of Divinity. Those who have attributes
necessary for the development of their entity and
their spirit will take appropriate places in the
Spiritualism and Spiritual Enlightenment – Book 3

The First Council of
Nicaea was a council of
Christian bishops convened
in Nicaea in Bithynia by
Roman
Emperor
Constantine I in AD 325.
The Council was historically
significant as the first effort
to attain consensus in the
church through an assembly
representing Christendom.
The First Council of Nicaea
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Heavenly Kingdom.
Be careful not to slide backwards. This is because
no matter how much you wish to be seen as good
and worthy of the name “Man”, the Devil lies in
ambush to obstruct you from directly entering the
straight path that the Lord teaches.
Bear in mind that in all the nations where
Christianity exists, almost all the churches are
empty. The clergy are to blame.
In the Orthodox Eastern Greek Church the opposite
happens, and everyone is happy because the
people keeps its religious sentiment! I will prove to
you that none of them is a true Christian. He enters
church from habit, fear and need. He lacks the
sentiment of Faith. He says that he believes, and if
you ask him what he believes in, he will answer:
“God, Christ and the saints”. He says all these
unconsciously. Man has Faith only when through
actions he proves that he follows the Path that the
Lord gave towards Faith.
Who is going to teach the spiritually uneducated
people what Faith is, what Love is and what
compassion is?
The clergy will.
But does it do this?
No. Only in parrot fashion do the clergymen, as
professionals, read the Gospels and the prayers,
and ignore the souls of men. You have as tangible
evidence the clergy themselves, who fight each
other for who will obtain a position and how much is
he going to receive from the church, even by
duplicity.
Spiritualism and Spiritual Enlightenment – Book 3

is commonly regarded to
have
been
the
first
Ecumenical Council. Most
significantly, it resulted in
the first uniform Christian
doctrine called the Nicaea
Creed. With the creation of
the creed, a precedent was
established for subsequent
general councils of Bishops,
Synods,
to
create
statements of belief, the
intent being to define unity
of beliefs for the whole of
Christendom. The council
did not invent the doctrine of
the deity of Christ as is
sometimes claimed. This
idea had long existed in
various parts of the Roman
Empire. It had also long
been widely endorsed by
the Christian community of
the otherwise pagan city of
Rome. Instead, the council
affirmed and defined what it
had found to be the
teachings of the Apostles
regarding who Christ is; that
Christ is the one true God in
Deity with the Father. The
purpose of the council was
to resolve disagreements
arising from within the
Church of Alexandria over
the nature of Jesus in
relationship to the Father; in
particular, whether Jesus
was the literal Son of God or
was he a figurative son, like
the other "sons of God" in
the Bible. St Alexander of
Alexandria and Athanasius
took the first position; the
popular presbyter Arius,
from whom the term Arian
controversy comes, took the
second. The council decided
against
the
Arians
overwhelmingly
(of
the
estimated
250–
318 attendees, all but two
voted against Arius).
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A leader should serve either God or mammon.
Unfortunately he serves the second.
Those
opposing the leader’s decision rebel, not because
they received poor direction but because they were
not first! When the clergy carries this out and they
become the laughing stock of the world, what
should the faithful (the faithful in name) do?

mammon: god of riches;
personification of wealth.
The word itself is a
transliteration
from
the
Hebrew word "mammon”
which means "money".

It is sad that those who represent Divinity mock It
and promise their brothers that they will receive
positions in Heaven and in paradise! What do they
know about Heaven since they are even ignorant
about Earth?
If the clergy of the whole world, Christian or
otherwise, raise their voices against war, be
assured that the pitiful passion of exploiters will be
avoided! Therefore, the hierarchy of clergy and
State cooperate, not for good but for evil,
irrespective of whether they proclaim peace on
Earth and then bless the weapons of the soldiers
against the enemy, who is doing exactly the same,
as another Christian nation!

Many examples exist in
history
of
Christians
fighting Christians including
the WW2 in Europe.

Therefore, the governments of today’s era are
incapable of governing when they become toys of
the wily enemy of mankind for the sake of profit.
If you read Our Texts to the clergy, without telling
them where they came from, they will not be
offended as much as if they knew they are from the
Spiritual World!
Why do they detest the Spiritual World?
It is because once the Holy Synod of Nicaea
decided to ban spiritualism and justly so, because it
was being abused by misguided men and many of
the fickle spirits took part in communications and
subverted the situations with “Evil Logic”.
Spiritualism and Spiritual Enlightenment – Book 3
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Today the same thing does not happen. Man is not
at the same spiritual level as at that time. The
world progresses, it does not go backwards. It is
now time to differentiate, to judge and decide to
come into contact with the Light of Truth and not
with fickle spirits as was done then.
As a Heavenly Power, We will not let the wrong
perception of the clergy expand. This is because
our purpose is to enlighten not only them and the
theologians who do not know what they are saying,
but also the whole world of education and progress.
Progress is achieved not through mechanical
means but through the spirit when this penetrates
into the inner world of the entity and comes into
contact with its conscience.
Turn inwards and you will solve directly all the
problems of your life, even the difficult ones. This,
of course, does not happen from one instant to
another but through your effort and goodwill and the
Enlightenment that you receive from the Spiritual
World for your brothers.
The Lord blesses your heads and wishes you to
become transmitters of His Light.

1.4 About the Soul
{Plato}
[19-64, 65, 70, 78, 80, 84]

Please enumerate my texts.
No. 1
My dear brethren, the Spiritual World has made you
aware why Man appeared on Earth and what his
obligations to God and to his brothers are. The
Spiritualism and Spiritual Enlightenment – Book 3

Editor’s Comments:
Similar text was given in
Book 1 of this series. For
the sake of completion I
have translated these six
new texts numbered 1 to 6
dictated by Plato who
discusses the soul and spirit
with some additions.
It
complements texts in Book
1.
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Spiritual World has touched upon a number of
Mysteries on Earth and has opened the path
towards Heaven. It has taught you that life is not
mortal, however it develops in Heaven at a slower
pace whereas on Earth it develops quickly, if the
entity so wishes.
We touched upon many useful points for your
knowledge, for your soul education and for the
relationship of Christ’s religion with other religions
foreign to Us. Now We will touch upon other points
in these gatherings: how the soul departs and in
what direction.
There are four directions that I will analyse in the
future, so that you can see where the soul arrives
and how the Heavenly examination of it takes
place. That is, how the entity apologises to its
conscience because the conscience is the only and
the strictest critic of the soul’s actions on Earth and
of everything that relates to the soul until it reaches
the Station of Repose (Paradise) or the Heavenly
Authority or a place available for its return to Earth.
The waiting for an available place can last from one
year to centuries and it depends on the quality of
each soul. By saying soul I mean the spirit.
I will return.
No. 2
We said that the souls that migrate go in four
directions. I will not refer to those souls that return
to the material world with a Divine Mission. They
are dealt with differently.
Soul direction 1: Souls that have a weight (sin)
from another pre-existence, have been unable to
acquit themselves of this prior material weight and
have added a further material weight to their entity.
Spiritualism and Spiritual Enlightenment – Book 3

As a reminder I summarise:
The human entity consists
of three parts:
1. The body (flesh which is
perishable)
2. The soul, and
3. The spirit.
The soul has no physical
substance. The spirit has
no
physical
substance,
(other than a faint material
essence so that it is not
foreign towards the body). It
is independent, and has
free-will; it can be externally
influenced.
NB:
Plato at the end of the first
teaching clarifies by saying
soul I mean the spirit.
When He refers to soul
directions, this is strictly true
since the spirit which is
bound to the soul follows.
Translating
“soul”
as
“psycho-spiritual”
entity
would be more appropriate
here but I have adhered to
the strict translation, which
may confuse some people.
Where I believe that “soul”
should be translated as
“psycho-spiritual” I have
used italics for the word
“soul” in the main text.
The Bible never confuses
the spirit and the soul as
being one and the same
(two different words and
two different meanings).
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Soul direction 2: Souls that had a small weight were
able to remove it and a new one, not connected to
the first one, was added to their entity.
Soul direction 3: Souls that did not have any
weight, reincarnated so they could be tested but
made no progress. They did no good neither did
they hurt anyone.
Soul direction 4: Souls that doubt the existence not
only of the soul but also of God Himself.
These four soul categories are subdivided into
many other smaller categories. I will not mention
them. It is enough that you know the main ones.
I have not yet spoken about death. We will see in
the future how these souls migrate and what are the
main and basic categories of their migration.
No. 3
First category: A soul in Heaven is to descend on
Earth. It carries a weight from a previous existence
and decides on its own into which family it is going
to appear. If this soul’s choice is a counterbalance
to its weight, then this is good. But if the soul
chooses a better life than its pre-existence so that it
would add more weight, then when it descends and
goes through the Barrier of Forgetfulness it does
not have a perception of what is happening and it
follows its Guardian Angel blindly. The Guardian
Angel has orders to take the soul not to where it
wanted to go, but to where the Spiritual World has
determined. This occurs for the benefit of this soul.
Another situation is when the weight on the soul is
unbearable because two weights have been added,
that is, the entity’s errors from previous preexistences. If the soul chooses the appropriate
method for atonement of its sins, then it is possible,
Spiritualism and Spiritual Enlightenment – Book 3

Soul
and
spirit
are
interlinked, inseparable and
form a psycho-spiritual
entity. The psycho-spiritual
entity floats in the universe
unless bound into a body.
Therefore:
1. Both soul and spirit are
ethereal immortal entities.
2. The soul and spirit are
two inseparable distinct
parts of the same entity
called the psycho-spiritual
entity.
3. All entities are “powered”
by the breath of God (soul)
which cannot be analysed.
4. The soul provides all the
necessary
energy
for
motion,
development,
thought, protection etc for
its human entity. It never
acts in a wrong way; it also
contains
the
entity’s
conscience.
5. Each human soul
contains an inner chamber
where the secrets of Deity
and
information
about
previous existences reside.
6. The soul as a pure
motive power permeates
throughout
the
whole
human body; it does not
participate in
decisionmaking.
7. The spirit is the element
by
which
a
human
perceives, wills, thinks,
judges and decides. It has
free will.
8. The spirit gives the
orders for various actions,
whereas the soul provides
the motive power (energy).
9. The spirit is located in
the brain. It is the controller
of all intellectual operations.
The spirit, being imperfect
in its essence, does not
always act correctly.
weight: sin is usually called
a weight that an entity must
carry until it atones thus
removing the weight. The
bigger the sin the heavier
the
weight
and
correspondingly the deeper
in Erevos the entity must go
to suffer the self imposed
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if it truly repents, for it to be reborn and not live as a
newborn.
If the soul descends with the aim of entering into a
middle class family and it has neither weights nor
any good deeds from its previous existence, then
Divinity tests it and, instead of it becoming a child of
a middle class family, it becomes the child of a
magnate.

punishment.
Even though the psychospiritual is given a choice
the Spiritual World makes
the final decision for its
benefit.

Those souls that have insulted or vilified Divinity they always say from ignorance because this is
their refuge - they are punished and become
vagrants in their new life. But if they blasphemed
against the Holy Spirit then their punishment is
terrible because the Holy Spirit is the Spirit of the
Father and of the Son. God is not a Spirit, because
He cannot be analysed. However, this is a special
case that does not concern me. Therefore, this
new soul will be enlisted amongst the condemned
and will be punished on Earth.
There are many situations. We have only talked
about the main four. Now we will talk about death
and how the souls depart under different
circumstances. I will discuss the key points again
next time.
No. 4
My friends, when the soul exits from the body, for
three days it is as though it is unconscious. It does
not know where it is and it is not aware of its
situation. But, there are appearances of souls
during the day of death or prior to its recall. These
souls do not appear themselves.
It is their
Guardian Angel who takes the astral (astric) body of
the soul; the Guardian Angel, knowing the attributes
of the soul that it protects appears in the eyes of
relatives or friends as a vision or in their dream, to
show that it is wrong to grieve for the loss of the
Spiritualism and Spiritual Enlightenment – Book 3
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soul. The soul lives and it will live in all the infinite
centuries, except, if this soul was not satisfactory
during its earthly life, in which case an unknown
time will elapse until it dies in Heaven and is
resurrected on Earth. This we call “reincarnation”.
After three (3) days the soul needs to be oriented
and not disturbed by its earthly brothers so it can
arrive at the gates of the Spiritual Kingdom. This
whole process requires forty (40) days for the
earthly brothers to forget the entity and the entity to
forget its earthly brothers and the material world, if it
loved the material world more than the Spiritual.
Often these forty days (40) are not enough. That is
why the Heavenly Law states that the soul can
communicate with its earthly relatives after an
absence of six (6) months. In the meantime, if in
many spiritual communications the soul appears
much earlier (something that does happen) it is not
the soul that you have called, as stated before, but
its Guardian Angel. This happens so you are not
disappointed.
Where does the soul stay during this time? It
remains in the Transit Centre. There are many,
numerous souls, both known and unknown there.
They are all waiting. They do not know when and
where they are going to go until they have become
accustomed to their new surroundings.

Editor’s comment:

Remember that time
exists only on Earth. In the
Bible, 40 is frequently used
to represent a long period of
time during which something
of great importance is
accomplished.

In Noah’s period,
God caused a great flood by
causing rain to fall for 40
days and 40 nights.

After leaving Egypt,
the
children
of
Israel
wandered in the wilderness
for 40 years.

After
being
Baptized, Christ fasted for
40 days.

Christian Orthodox
faithful accept that 40 days
after a beloved’s death
indicates the end of the
period of mourning. They
mark the occasion, by
remembering the departed
by praying for their souls.

In most, if not all
Orthodox
traditions,
memorial services/prayers
are said on the 1st, 3rd, 9th,
th
and 40 day after death,
and on every annual
anniversary of the beloved's
death.

Those souls that were devoted to the material world
and never engaged with the Spiritual World are truly
unhappy. They ask for the intercession of their
earthly brothers so that they can improve their
position.
Time (for you, because here it does not exist) will
soothe the souls; and if they do not have a weight
liability, they will be placed in a position according
Spiritualism and Spiritual Enlightenment – Book 3
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to their spiritual and soul training on Earth. But if
they made great spiritual progress on Earth then
they are transferred to one of the 24 Stations of the
Greek Alphabet (Αlpha-Ωmega).
This is the
greatest distance that a soul travels in Heaven, that
is, as it travels towards the Station of Repose
(Paradise) or towards the Divine Authority.
Many souls arrive in Heaven every day. Very few
of them are able to enter into the Second Station,
Beta (B), or above except those souls that preexisted in the 8th or 10th Station and were
transferred to Earth to return again into a higher
Station.
When the soul appears in the Report Centre, do not
think that there are judges there who are unjust or
unable to do their work. The soul, as you know, is
always innocent. It is the spirit that is at fault. This
way the soul has a higher authority in Heaven than
the spirit. The soul becomes the judge and judges
its entity, that is, its spirit, irrespective of whether in
this condemnation, it is forced to follow its spirit.
There are many situations and in the future I will
refer to them.
No. 5
The categories of souls that depart from Earth are
as many as there are souls. No one departs from
your world in the same way as another soul. Of
course, you say that someone has migrated (died)
like his cousin. This is a wrong point of view. Every
man is as a different world, with a different spiritual
mechanism. Starting from this point, I can assure
you that every soul has an individual type of death.
However, you are not able to differentiate between
these differences, which are very fine for the
understanding of a Heavenly Spirit but not for Man.

Spiritualism and Spiritual Enlightenment – Book 3
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Palace of the Lord: The
Lord resides here with His
Stars. Until now only seven
entities (The Stars of the
Lord) have entered.
Centre:
of
Spiritual
Splendour or of Spiritual
Sun or Council of the Ten:
is equivalent to an airport
control tower. All directives
are transmitted from here.
All spiritual (via the Truth
Boulevard) communications
take place from here.
Religious Principle: This
Centre is the “paradise” of
ordained
entities.
The
Leader is John Chrysostom.
The Stations:
Alpha(Earth) to
(Paradise).

Ωmega

Report Centre: Entities
account for their actions.
The spirit’s judge is the
conscience which resides in
the soul.
Transit Centre: Linking
centre between Earth and
Heaven. “Sorting station”.
Klimaka: The ladder of
ascending and descending
psycho-spiritual entities.

Overall Heavenly Structure
(For more details see Book 1 Chapter 4)

Spiritualism and Spiritual Enlightenment – Book 3

Kerveros: The barrier of
rebirth or super memory for
ascending psycho-spiritual
entities (green in diagram)
AND
the
barrier
of
forgetfulness for descending
psycho-spiritual entities to
reincarnate (red in diagram.)
Truth Boulevard:
Communication
link
established by the Lord and
is under the protection of
Lord Pharah
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Why do so many types of Council exist in Heaven
to measure the soul in order to penetrate the depths
of the spirit? It is because for Us the soul is the
doorway. If We want to enter the inner world of
Man, his spirit obstructs Us. We enter through the
soul, that is, through the back door without the
entity realising it. We link its thread with the
Councils and immediately We know everything.
.

All this is carried out with such a speed that within a
fraction of a second We know the quality of
thousands of souls.
The synchronisation and
harmony is such that We are assisted, not with the
speed of light, but of spiritual distance. What is
this? I will explain next time.
No. 6
Many men are under the impression that some
other stars are inhabited by entities similar to Man.
Of course, those stars are inhabited by souls that
previously existed on Earth, but it is not their
permanent residence. They go there for a definite
purpose.
There are other entities that are not human and
since they live in Heaven, you are unable to see
them. They are incorporeal. These entities serve
other purposes of the Immortal Life. They also
have their perfections and imperfections. They do
not feel as you do. They have a special perception
as to what they ought to do. They belong in the
jurisdiction of another Leader, who is going to talk
to you about them.

incorporeal:
material body.

without

There are many, many entities. None of them
approaches Man. M a n i s u n i q u e i n t h e
w h o l e U n i v e r s e. If, my friends, there were
other types of men in other stars much older than
Earth, these men would be much more significant
than you and then they would get in touch with you.
Spiritualism and Spiritual Enlightenment – Book 3
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As this has not happened since the earliest of days,
do not give credence to such idiotic human fantasy.
It is possible for a group of men, through one ray,
not a ray of sun but through a ray of the infinite
Universe, to see the same phenomenon without
others seeing it. This is something similar to group
confusion. That is, a hundred individuals see as if
on a screen a city that in reality does not exist. I
make this point to show you that it is possible for
miracles and distortions to occur because of these
phenomena.
I have deviated from explaining my purpose. But it
is necessary for you to be aware that there is much
that is unknown around you and it is necessary to
first examine these, since they are relevant to the
soul and death.

1.5 The soul, the breath of movement
{Pharah}
[18-109]

I will answer one of your thoughts.
My dear brethren, you have all the spiritual
provisions. Study them and afterwards you will be
in a position to judge if the texts of the various
authors are authentic and if they come from the
Spiritual World. If We give our judgement on these,
what is the use of all of Our teaching?
Referring only to one point in texts foreign to you
note the following:
The soul does not contain material ingredients, nor
are you able to analyse it. When the sun is on the
meridian, look at it and if you are able to see it with
a naked eye then you will be able to see God. The
soul is the motive power that belongs to God. It is
Spiritualism and Spiritual Enlightenment – Book 3
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the god that you have inside you. That is why the
soul never gets involved in the affairs of the spirit.
The soul is unrelated to your external world.
We give you this explanation so all brethren can
understand Us; otherwise Our method of explaining
would have been more scientific and not easily
understood by many faithful brothers of the Spiritual
World. We have spoken often about the soul so
that the different talks by the Spiritual World on this
matter can give you complete knowledge of what
the soul is and what its purpose is.
It is possible for you to be perfect in everything;
bodily construction and spiritual development. But
without a soul you are useless. What happened to
the spirit? It has exited because it was inseparably
linked with the soul. Therefore the Divinity that
breathed in the body the breath of movement, that
was the soul itself. I will not expand more on this
matter. I have spoken enough and I have given my
teaching.
QUESTION: By saying spirit, and a soul not related
to the spirit, do you mean that the spirit is
intelligence?
No! The spirit is a special substance that God has
gifted to every soul to complete it as an entity. The
spirit, my dear brother contains also a faint material
essence so that it is not foreign towards the body.
And because the spirit is inseparably linked with the
soul, the soul has knowledge of what matter is.

1.6 Clarification about the Stations
{Pharah}
[19-109]

Today my dear brethren I will talk about the
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Stations. As you know, these Stations are 24 in
number (Alpha to Omega, Α to Ω).
The spirits that enter Station Omega (Ω), that is, the
Station of Repose, do not return to Earth, that is,
there is no further reincarnation.
The first Station is Earth or Station Alpha (A); a
corporeal Station.
All the other Stations are
incorporeal. In previous communications we did not
clarify one point: that those returning to Earth from
the 23 Stations, they do not gain Stations in Heaven
but only through lessons learnt on Earth. That is,
from Station Beta (B) an incarnated entity has the
opportunity on Earth to gain 4, 5 or even 10
Stations. Returning to Heaven it finds itself in the
12th Station etc.
In Heavenly Stations, only lectures are given. As
with everything, there are exceptions. For psychospiritual entities that exist in these Stations there is
one exception: if some entities have a strong spirit
and they are sad because while on Earth they
ignored the Spiritual World, permission is given to
them to transmit lectures. These lectures are
enlightening for men and in this way, in time, they
can gain one or two Stations as has happened with
a few that have migrated from your Earth as
earthly enlightened spirits.

nd
From the 2 Station (B) by
gaining 10 Stations the
entity goes to Station M
(2+10 = 12th).

migrated: died and moved
on.

1.7 Brain and spirit
{Pharah}
[23-182]

It would be good if men of intellect, of any scientific
branch, did not rush to express an opinion as to
where Man’s soul resides in the human body. This
is because until now many foolish and very rough
opinions have been expressed by them without
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them knowing what they are saying and, where they
derived their opinion from, being absurd in their
conclusions.
Man is likened to a machine whose inventor is the
Creator, that is, the Father of all the living. If we
understand Man as a machine, it must be divine, as
the most perfect creation of God, because its type
is intricate in its simplicity; it is an image and a
resemblance of the Creator.
Man’s garment, that is, his body, was given to him
so that through the freedom of his spirit and
physical attraction, he would be able with his own
strength to be worthy of the faceless image of the
Creator. He is assisted in this by his likening to the
Creator, since Man’s soul is a very fine wick
deriving its fuel from above where its Source is.
Let us assume that Man is a factory, with doors and
windows that are closed to the public. This factory
contains special chambers with additional
machinery for specific purposes, such as
ventilation, the continuous replenishing of energy
(blood), a cauldron to digest various produce for
production, a chemical laboratory, a thermostatic
chamber etc etc. All these move with systemic
precision and move smoothly from the machineroom.
But who controls the various chambers and who
gives directions for the whole work of the factory?
It is the Administration.
In this, all the fine
instruments are gathered that direct the various
chambers of the factory.
The Administration is the brain that has the
capability of automatically organizing everything.
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Thus, the brain - a very fine mechanism - has the
attribute to host the spirit as an incorporeal entity
reflecting energy of images, wishes, discretions,
machinations, separation of material and spiritual
differences etc.
The spirit is invisible as an out of this world energy.
However it contains a sliver of material substance
of Man since it directs everything with useful or
useless commands.
The spirit is the main factor in the factory of a
human entity.
The motive power that transmits living energy to the
machine room (spirit) and to its chambers is the
soul, which is a spark of the Divine.
Even though the soul and the spirit are inseparably
linked, the spirit assumes all the responsibilities for
human actions. The soul remains non-participative,
as energy only of life movement in the human
entity.
When the spirit shares the heart’s emotion, then the
heart transfers the soul’s strength to the spirit and
the spirit acts as if the soul was acting. We then
say that the soul strength surpasses in favour of
good.
The soul - that is its strength, and the heart - that is
love, push and strengthen the conscience that
imposes on the spirit, so that the spirit’s correct
actions produce fruit worthy of praise.
The soul resides throughout the whole body. The
brain, the main and fine mechanism of human
existence, which is very sensitive, absorbs the
soul’s current (energy) directly. The soul does not
reside there.
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From the end of the fingers good or bad currents
are launched. The spirit receives from the soul the
currents (called soul-shots) and launches them. I
will explain:
If you give A and B a sling-shot each and the first
one (A) does not use it, and the second one (B)
uses it to kill birds, the donor is not to be blamed for
their actions.
The same thing happens with the soul: it transmits
energy, but not for a specific reason, since the spirit
determines this.
The same happens with the flow of a gaze.
Incorrectly this has been named “soul-shot” and it
should have been called “spirit-shot”.
The soul generates strength (energy) without a
specific reason; the spirit administers this energy for
a purpose.

1.8 When does the soul enter immortality?
{Hippocrates}
[23-71]

My dear brethren, the earthly life has death as its
end, and then the soul returns to its starting point.
Be careful! I don’t say to immortality!

This Text was dictated on
the 28 June 1973.

When an earthly entity dies, you on Earth have the
impression that it has been freed from its earthly
burdens. Yes, it has left Earth with its burdens and
illnesses and has entered into the Heavenly plain
(so you can understand me) but it waits there for
processing and the time of its return to Earth.
Do you know how many billions of people there are
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on Earth? With a rough calculation they exceed 4
billion. Let others say that there are only 2.5 – 3
billion.
Out of all these people only a very few have
balanced! Now I believe that you can understand
why the souls return to your Earth and what is
Anarhon’s aim for them. We work for this aim.

World population in 1973
was about 3.8 billion people
Ref: USA Census Bureau:
International Data Base.
http://www.census.gov/ipc/w
ww/idb/worldpopgraph.php

For this reason We dictate Texts that are
completely unknown to you or unpublished and they
must become the common possession of the whole
of humanity. And for all those who We will win
over, for them the Gates of Paradise will be open.
For the rest, I am sorry, it is necessary for them to
suffer the Heavenly illnesses, that is, the spiritual
torments of the spirit. You will have noticed that
many souls ask for your help because the ethical
pain is greater than the physical.
There are souls that are nostalgic for Earth, for their
old life, and they suffer. Others maintain a grudge
against the brethren who were unjust to them. And
many others … these souls remain for a long time
(earthly time) in Heaven until they moderate their
egoism, their hate, their nostalgia towards
materialism, their ambition, the easy conquests and
much more.
Despite this, the souls are taught daily by the
various Teachers so they can facilitate their
perception of what the reason is for their return to
Earth and what they ought to be taught to reach an
equal balance.
When a soul that is equally balanced finds death,
that is darkness, from darkness it is reborn into a
new life in Heaven. This is called “immortality”. I
speak about souls with equal balance, that
depending on their progress ascend the various
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Stations until they reach and enter the Station of
Repose.
In these Stations these souls co-exist with other
souls that have gained Station Beta (Β), Gamma
(Γ), Delta (Δ) etc but they are still lacking
something. That is, they are not perfectly balanced.
They have carried out pious actions, they had a
strong spirit but not soul strength. Of these souls,
there are many and some are sent to Earth to
strengthen their soul strength. That is, they did not
gain immortality but only the Heavenly life to an
extent.

Station of Repose
Paradise= Station Ω.

=

I give you these pictures, so you understand
something more than you have already learned up
till now.
Because the cultivation of entities is long, in earthly
time, it is called “eternity”. Whereas true eternity is
what is enjoyed by souls that will never return to the
great laboratory of their education, which is called
Station Alpha, that is, Earth.
Try, my beloved brethren, to the utmost of your
strength to judge yourself objectively. Do not justify
yourselves without knowing what is “just” so that
you can gain God’s favour, so through this you can
be balanced, to your advantage. By helping the
Divine, that is Divine Providence, you will enjoy at
some stage within Eternity the abundant and
unknown gifts of God towards the new bright,
splendid and brilliant World of the New Creation of
the future.
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1.9 Heaven’s problem
{Confucius}
[18-170]

The biggest problem for the spirituality of humanity
is the problem of Heaven. No matter how much
Faith Man has towards the Spiritual World there
exists inside him a small doubt, that is, whether or
not whatever Heaven dictates is correct.
For those that are initiated in the Spiritual World,
that is, those who know many details about the
immortality of the soul, it is good to cultivate their
Faith as a seed of their intelligence and through
systematic fasting (avoiding animal food) to reach
the point that they perceive and see, as a vision,
the everlasting and - incomprehensible for many Heavenly life.
Why, you ask, does the Lord not help Man to totally
convince him of the existence of future life? What
is it that impedes Him from opening Man’s eyes
even more about the certainty that Heaven does not
have earthly problems to solve, but that everything
is put in order by the Divine Prudence of the
Creator?
My brethren, if more light was given to you for this
obscure point, then it would be unnecessary for
such continuous education to be delivered by Us,
because Man would not have psycho-spiritual
development, and would remain stationary and the
work of the Creator would be incomplete towards
the inner and free progress of His creation.
We give you Heavenly images with earthly
colourings to enable you to follow the development
of entities and the differentiation of those returning
each time with earthly qualities. This way you have
a vague idea about Our Kingdom but not an
Spiritualism and Spiritual Enlightenment – Book 3
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and time is the branch of
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absolute one.
When an infant appears on Earth it has no
perception of its surrounding world. The same thing
happens to the entity that departs from Earth and
appears in Heaven without any perception of its
surrounding world. Because space and time does
not exist in Heaven, the soul quickly acquires its
vision and perceives everything, unable to transmit
this to the earthly world if at first it does not acquire
the sense of the Heavenly work. Of course, there is
a link between Heaven and Earth, but this is not
sufficient to convince Man of the real image of
Heavenly life.
It is absolutely necessary for you mortals for the
Heavenly problem to remain unsolved, despite all
the efforts that you make and whatever you can
imagine.
Because of Divine Grace, no one else but this
Centre has received so many details of the
Heavenly problem from the great Spirits. In my
present talk I will not examine why you have this
privilege. A large percentage of the faithful will
believe you; the unfaithful, existing in the darkness
of knowledge, are unable to believe whatever is not
tangible and herein lies their unfaithfulness.
Truly, for you Heaven is an unsolved problem,
captured only through Faith, perception and Divine
Love.
Up to a point, We have given you
explanations for many of the unexplained
phenomena as well as Mysteries. When you ignore
the Α (alpha) why do you want to know the Ω
(omega)? The Alpha, that is, your Earth has so
many problems that have to be solved. And you
ask to solve those that belong to your future life?
Take care of the easy problems of earthly life so
you can be helped with the future of Heavenly life.
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While such ideas have been
central to philosophy from
its inception, the philosophy
of space and time was both
an inspiration for and a
central aspect of early
analytic philosophy. The
subject focuses on a
number of basic issues,
including—but not limited
to—whether or not time and
space exist independently of
the mind, whether they exist
independently
of
one
another, what accounts for
time's
apparently
unidirectional flow, whether
times other than the present
moment
exist,
and
questions about the nature
of identity (particularly the
nature of identity over time.
The
earliest
recorded
philosophy of time was
expounded by the ancient
Egyptian thinker, Ptahhotep
(circa 2650), who said: "Do
not lessen the time of
following desire, for the
wasting of time is an
abomination to the spirit."
The Vedas, the earliest texts
on Indian philosophy and
Hindu philosophy dating
nd
back to the late 2
millennium BC, describe
ancient Hindu cosmology, in
which the universe goes
through repeated cycles of
creation, destruction and
rebirth, with each cycle
lasting 4,320,000 years.
Ancient Greek philosophers
including Parmenides and
Heraclitus wrote essays on
the nature of time. In Book
11
of
St
Augustine’s
Confessions, he ruminates
on the nature of time,
asking, "What then is time?
If no one asks me, I know: if
I wish to explain it to one
that asketh, I know not." He
settles on time being
defined more by what it is
not than what it is.
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1.10 The life of entities in Heaven
{N. Kazantzakis}
[23-73]

My dear friends, I will not speak for long.

N. Kazantzakis: a short
biography is given in the
next chapter.

When the souls enter the Kingdom of the Lord and
pass through examination and get accustomed to
the new life in Heaven, their first duty towards the
Highest Authority is to pray at specified hours and
sing hymns to the Great Creator of All.
This is their highest duty.
In contrast, earthly entities lead their children in a
different way, to learn Faith in God later. The
infants do not have a perception as you men do.
You, unfortunately, perceive everything as your
spirit imagines it, including myself.
When Man reaches the age of perception, it is the
duty of specialists to direct him and enlighten him
as to what God is and why He created the World.
Unfortunately, such people do not exist. For this
reason they all deviate.
Life in Heaven for the entities is tranquil without
false feelings and the eye of their soul opens. They
see everything clearly and they judge their actions
by themselves, if they were good or bad; if they had
a good or a bad guide; whether they were more
attracted by earthly education or by an inner
education that led them to the path of goodness
and piety.
Everything is seen by the psycho-spiritual entity. It
repents for its mistakes which it could have avoided
if it had had enlightened entities near it who could
have educated it on how to distinguish one colour
from another. That is, good as a white colour and
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bad as a black colour.
Up here, of course, they see everything and cannot
imagine how on Earth the darkness impeded them
from seeing the light!
After the prayers, hymns and glorification to
Anarhon, they go to different sections and,
depending on their spirit, they follow Teachings by
various high Spirits to familiarise themselves with
the first principles of entry into the Kingdom of the
Spiritual World.
Depending on the knowledge and absorption of
their education they take a place and if they
progress very quickly, exceptions are made by
gaining Stations Β, Γ, Δ. From these Stations they
are able to descend to Earth to gain more if they
comply with what they have been taught in Heaven.
Because when they return to Station Alpha evil
nature is more attractive, this is the way they are
tested, to see if the soul has truly absorbed all that
it has been taught.
There are many things that I could tell you about
the life of entities in Heaven. What I have said is
enough for today and I may continue later.

1.11 Educate your souls on Earth
{Plato}
[18-56]

The Heavenly teachings aim to prepare the ground
for your soul superiority, they also transmit many
small and necessary mysteries for your knowledge
in order that you are familiarised about where you
are going when you leave your material cover.
This is to facilitate your ascent.
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Educate your souls while you are on Earth because
you are only going to achieve this with difficulty in
Heaven. When you are not interested in the
practice, the theory is extremely difficult. The
teachers from India occupy themselves with
practice. You should also do the same, because by
practising you also practise the theory as well. You
have the advantage that you are Christian and the
Lord helps you. Let Apostle Krishna assist your
brethren from India. For you to understand what I
have said I repeat: None of the great deities is
equal to the Lord.
We, as ancient Greeks, do not belong to any race.
We are citizens of the White State of Heaven. All
the brethren of your world are also Our brethren;
We do not make any distinction, it is enough that
the earthly entity is worthy of Our efforts.

1.12 One is in need of the other
{Plutarch}
[22-136]

In
a
previous
communication
Plutarch
informed
us
that
he
reincarnated as St Basil.

Pay attention to what I am going to tell you: There
are spirits in our Kingdom in positions. These
spirits are in need of earthly forgiveness. For this
reason, do not forget that they expect goodness
from you - Spiritual goodness.
Because someone was a leader of the second
degree it does not mean that he does not need you.
On the contrary, the Lord in this way has organized
matters so one is in need of the other, irrespective if
it’s a spirit or not. Do you agree? This is the Truth
of Justice!
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1.13 About Spiritualism
{Pharah}
[18-181]
.

QUESTION:
We warmly ask Lord Pharah to
explain to us the following subject:
It is known that in some countries, for example
USA, England, and the Scandinavian countries and
others, there are many mediums that possess rich
ectoplasm so that perfect materialisation of the
invited spirits and communication with the
materialised body occurs.
There are many mediums that are auditory and
others visionary through whom communications
take place with very good results, not through
hypnosis, as is commonly practised by us.

ectoplasm: (from the Greek
ectos, "outside" + plasma,
"something
formed
or
moulded")
denotes
a
substance
or
spiritual
energy
"exteriorized" by
mediums. Ectoplasm is said
to be associated with the
formation of ghosts (see
book #15 in bibliography).

Without wanting to support that the aforementioned
method of communication is more effective than
ours since they do not receive Teachings for
mortals nor the conveyance of Divine Light but only
proof through materialisation of the entity from the
Spiritual World, we simply ask how is it that in
Greece there are no such mediums that perform
materialisation and, in general, why is their method
of communication so different from ours?
PHARAH: Before answering your questions I will
pose two questions, simple but they require
thought:
1. What is the name of God?
2. Why when Pilate asked the Lord “What is
Truth?” He did not reply.
PHARAH: Give me the answer next time.
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As for the other question, you ought to know that in
climates where there is high humidity, such as on
islands, in the Eastern Countries and in England,
this facilitates materialisation, in most cases, of evil
spirits. I do not say that all are evil. Be careful! Do
not misinterpret My words.
In Greece - even though people do not know their
obligations towards our Authority because they
have not been educated on this point as much as
they should - despite this, they are credulous,
especially towards the Divine. On the contrary in
other countries they believe more in spiritualism,
that is, in the contact of the Spirit with earthly
entities, but not as much as you believe in the
Divine Authority. This is except for western USA
where men are equally faithful to their religion and
spiritualism. But many of them are exempt because
they are total atheists or they ridicule spiritualism.
Spiritualism is expanding but there is a need for
cleansing because many elements have entered it
that are seeking to mix spiritualism with fraud.
Therefore choose the faithful at the centres of your
gatherings.
My dear brethren, there is no need for you to attract
more than those who come to be enlightened.
There is no need for all to see the Sun. But let
them enjoy the rays of our Teachings. If they have
a grain of knowledge they will understand what it is
all about and will accept the Heavenly Texts as
many accept the Divine Scriptures. But even the
latter ones, yes they accept them, but they do not
keep them. Therefore the Spiritual World will attract
them more because in Our Texts there is plenty of
material for the preference and disposition of every
person.
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1.14 Embodiment
{Pharah}
[19-112]

Dear brethren, today I will not answer your
questions because the aim of this communication is
for new spirits, known or unknown, great or small
to communicate. For this reason I will confine my
talk to embodiment.
Embodiment is one of the phenomena of the many
Mysteries. When the medium is hypnotised, he is
not conscious of his surroundings. He is a piece of
equipment, without will, in the service of the various
spirits either good or evil. For this reason, do not
be surprised by this phenomenon because it is
possible for the Evil Spirit to enter the medium’s
entity as a university professor or even in the form
of a holy entity to teach you subjects that may harm
you. For this reason We stress again, that these
phenomena should be submitted to examination.
Of course, you the listeners, who follow the voice of
the medium, are in awe of the boastfulness of the
spirit, but you are unable to know what is happening
and which spirit is talking, irrespective of whether
you have been given existing or non-existent
names.
All Heavenly spirits are free, if they have the
capability, to enter the body of the medium. How
many cases have occurred where the names of
saints have been given to attract you, or names of
other great Spirits to ridicule you! Note that in all
these Centres, prophecies, directions and similar
are given that are not true. Compare them - that is,
the Centres - with all that the Divine Authority
transmits to you and confess if you have ever
received from Heaven similar prophecies, directions
or advice. I say this so that you are careful not to
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make mistakes that you were not prepared to make.
This is one correct enlightenment in its correctness,
pure in its purity and clear in its clarity.
Embodiment occurs to prove that the soul is
immortal and through its energies, in the foreign
body it gives the identity of the spirit. However,
often this identity is false, as has happened to many
who believed that they were their loved ones and
took their advice as if it were correct. After some
time, they discovered that they were deceived and
that the advice was from Evil.
Do not be gullible about these phenomena. Here
you must doubt if truly the beloved spirit was or was
not the real one. As to how the embodiment is
carried out, this is a different subject which I will
explain another time.

1.15 Incarnation and reincarnation
{Pharah}
[19-114]

How many times have I been obliged to repeat this
same subject, so you can understand My Teaching,
and you continuously return to it!
I refer, my dear brethren, to the incarnation of Man
and to his reincarnation.
How many times have I not said that the
reincarnation of an entity is God’s greatest blessing
to Man! That is, when an entity is sent from
Heaven for a second or more times to Earth, this is
to prove the immense Love of the Creator towards
His children.
The new entity appears with a new identity, straight
from Heaven. The aim therefore, is for men to
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enlighten the new generations on this point, so they
can endeavour to find the correct path that they
need to follow.
If they knew what they had done in previous
existences, they would never be able to distinguish
good from bad. Frequently the weights on their
souls are many and to remove these weights,
Divinity sends the entities to Earth for a new life, to
expiate, without the spirits knowing whether they
had sins or not in their previous existences.
That is why I have often stressed that it is not
correct for men to ask the medium about their
previous existences. Firstly, because it is possible
that they could be wrong and secondly, if they have
been truly good and pious previously, they would
not be curious and ask about their previous
existences. Again, if they knew that they had been
entities with vigour and wisdom, this would
influence them badly, by restoring the seedling of
their egoism. And if they had been persons of bad
character and bad instincts and envious, this would
prick their subconscious to confess to their spirit
who they had been and therefore they would follow
the path of the previous existences without realising
it.
On rare occasions, without you asking, the Spiritual
World provides a pre-existence to one person or
another. It never risks destroying a human entity
without a reason.
How many of the seemingly saintly women were
prostitutes! And how many of the pious men were
criminals! This way, through reincarnation, the new
type of Man is different from the one he was before.
Is not this God’s great benefit to Man?
Do not exclude the phenomena of these cases.
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There are many of them. But why did men want to
exclude reincarnation from the faithful?
It is
because it is not to the advantage of various people
who exploit their brethren, for reincarnation to be
believed. It is clearly a reason of self-interest and
not a religious one, as the clergy construes.
Pay attention to the various phenomena and write
them down in your books together with their
meaning because the evil spirits have the ability to
enter into your entities. They do not affect any part
of your body, apart from your spirit that in
accordance with the command of the Devil, orders
the whole entity to move, work or carry out what the
spirit wishes. In common human parlance this is
called “embodiment”.
The High Spirits - make a note - avoid
embodiments. Only the lower level ones and the
evil ones embody. Embodied, these spirits ridicule
you by pretending that they are great spirits. Pay
proper attention to this, because I am not going to
repeat it again.
The Saints and the Great Teachers never embody.
If they want to appear in front of your eyes, they are
free to do so. They are free to appear as they are
or as visions. You can see a vision but you cannot
capture it. But when a spirit appears and you touch
it, it will give you the feeling of touching a living
being. And it is such at that instant!

1.16 The wheel of life
{Confucius}
[22-67]

Do not let your tongue run before the steadiness of
your spirit, because in the opposite circumstance
everything is pointless. This is why we prefer the
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serious thought of men. The myths are food only
for women that is why their thoughts are superficial.
The wheel of life is its repetition. At each repetition
Man ought to correct and not destroy. If he did not
correct then there would be no progress.
Progress is something relative. There is internal
progress and there is external progress. When the
relationship between one and the other is balanced,
then progress is called beneficial.
When the
external exceeds the other, then progress is called
destructive. I do not speak about internal progress
exceeding the limit, because then you would not be
of this world (Earth).
The wheel of a car - is that not an example of
progress in transportation?
Has it not been
perfected? Thus, Man can be perfected, just as the
wheel, which does not need many changes.
Because we said Man ought to be balanced; this is
what life requires of him.
If you have not understood what I want to say, then
note: Man is the same as the wheel, that is, he has
not changed very much and the wheel turns the
same way as he does in life. He must not deviate
from the trajectory that gives him what he requires
to live. If a new development wanted the wheel to
be square, what would happen? This is what many
scientists do today and instead of going forward
they go backwards.

1.17 How the unrestrained spirits deceive
{Pharah}
[22-35]

MEDIUM: I know that there is a difference between
a male and a female soul. How is it that during the
spiritual communication of another brother it was
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Tibetan chakra by Philipp
Roeli

Wheel of Life is a complex
symbolic representation of
samsara in the form of a
circle, used primarily in
Tibetan
Buddhism.
Sa sāra is the continuous
cycle of birth, life and death
from which one liberates
oneself
through
enlightenment.
In
the
Buddhist depiction, different
karmic actions contribute to
one's
metaphorical
existence
in
different
realms, or rather different
actions reinforce personal
characteristics described by
the realms. Leading from
the human realm to the
outside of the wheel depicts
the Buddhist path.
The
Wheel of life is represented
as being held by the jaws,
hands, and feet of a
fearsome figure who turns
the wheel. The exact identity
of the figure varies. A
common choice for the
figure is Yama the god of
death or Kala the Lord of
Time. The wheel is divided
into
six
sections
that
represent the Six realms or
Worlds of Existence. These
Six Worlds are:
(i)The World of Devas or
Gods; (ii) The World of
Asuras (Demigods, Titans,
Fighting Demons); (iii)The
World of Humans; (iv)The
World of Animals; (v)The
World of Pretas (hungry
ghosts); (vi) The World of
Hell.
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said that sister E. S. was a man in her previous
incarnation?
PHARAH: This is lacking correctness. It is not
possible for the female soul to be simultaneously a
male soul. Unrestrained spirits twist the meanings
for the mediums to create confusion. For this
reason you need to check the meanings. Often
their deceit is plausible and you, out of respect
towards the Leaders of the Spiritual World, are
influenced
and
believe
that
which
is
unsubstantiated. You do not suspect that it is
possible that you are being deceived and betrayed,
especially when you admire the medium.
The same thing happened to brother Alkeos. There
is no ‘Rethinios from Megara’ as the spirit called
itself. The brother has fallen into a trap, because
he did not want to give it much thought and to judge
the putrid words of the spirit.
Often the mediums become the carriers of evil. The
great fathers of religion knew this phenomenon and,
in order for the faithful not to make mistakes,
forbade the communications, since the written Word
of the Lord existed for enlightenment.
But today you are not in that era. Moreover, the
Will of the Lord is different: how can you travel
towards His Boulevard, which is no other than the
Spiritual World? We are willing to clarify many of
the dark points of your beliefs through Our means
and show you which are correct and which are not.
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1.18 How the Teachers examine human
entities
{Pharah}
[19-187]

My dear brethren. Today I will talk on how the
Great Heavenly Spirits, that is, the Teachers,
examine the human entities.
Of course, an examination is not carried out of the
soul, because it is the Breath of the Divine and
bears no responsibility if the entity does something
unlawful. Only the spirit carries total responsibility.
As you know, the spirit and soul of an entity are
inseparably interlinked. On other occasions I have
explained why the soul of one entity has less soul
strength than another.
We are concerned with the examination.
examination is carried out of the spirit.

This

If the spirit is stronger than the soul, it enslaves it by
exerting pressure, because the spirit easily falls to
the individual’s self-interest. If the soul is stronger
than the spirit then the spirit is subdued by the soul
and the entity is considered holy, because it always
does good and pious things, even including selfsacrifice.
Neither of these two situations is correct for the
Spiritual World. The spirit and soul have to be
balanced. Being an earthly entity, Man is in need of
matter but must not exceed it, so that he does not
fall foul of the known rules of the Divine Law.
It is impossible for Man not to have made mistakes
because he is material. Heaven overlooks his small
mistakes and they are not written in the Book of
Good and Bad actions.
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Therefore, the Teachers of Heaven entering the
spirit of an entity, weigh up for and against and this
way decide if the entity deserves Divine support in
Heaven or even on Earth.
The Teachers are unable to enter the soul of an
entity because it is immaculate, God’s Breath,
Immortal Energy. This is the difference in quality
between spirit and soul.
The soul is never analysed. It is a ray of Anarhon.
On the contrary, only the Great Leaders are able to
analyse the spirit. The spirit is God’s gift to Man. It
is an essence that contains material immateriality.
Because if it did not contain “material immateriality”,
spirits would not be able to appear in the visions of
mortals nor would they ever be able to embody, as
happens in some centres.

immateriality: having
physical substance.

no

Spirits of Heavenly Teachers never embody. Why
would they? To prove their immortality in the body
of a mortal? I stress again that everything is the
Divine Logos. The action depends on the Logos
and the Logos from the Divine radiation of Heaven.
Visions, dreams, appearances of dead persons etc
are for the superficially educated. They are for
those who do not easily believe in the Divine
benevolence of Heaven.
Often clergy of high rank appear to the mediums
and they embody to prove who they really are. And
how do you know who anyone is and if he is not the
Devil? Because he is the only one who pushes the
spirits to be embodied. And you with good Faith
believe in what is said by the embodied spirit,
embracing everything that it says, so that one day
this spirit with this smooth talk will deceive you and
lead you where he wants to.
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I say all this so you can be careful. Through this
means we come to examine and not to be
examined. Earth needs Heaven and not Heaven
the Earth.
But men’s blindness is such that
everything is confused and you are not in a position
to perceive what is happening.
By being enlightened you are enlightened, so that
you can enlighten.

1.19 The meaning of the forbidden fruit
{Pharah}
[23-197]

My beloved brethren, many times you force Us to
chastise you, and from this reproach you consider
that you have fallen in disgrace in front of the
Divine! Wrong! Only from Love and interest do We
show you what you have to do, so you can exit from
the adverse path of your life. We chastise you for
not obeying Our advice and directions. Is it for your
own good or to your detriment? If you have a grain
of knowledge you will perceive it by yourselves.

The original forbidden fruit
was Eve’s apple, which was
Earth.
It is synonymous
with
the
original
disobedience. See Book 1
of this series.

The Spiritual World appears as the guardian of your
entity. It encourages you, advises you and directs
you, so that you can be found on the path of
goodness and piety. But you go backwards! Only
a few of you understand what I am dictating. But
the aim is not to understand what the Spiritual
World says, but to apply Its Instructions.
Others, despondent of their situation have learned
to stress every time that it is their “karma” that they
cannot avoid!
The meaning of the word “karma” is not as you
have perceived it and as the Indian teachers gave
its abstract meaning. I will speak about the “karma”
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specifically next time because this is what the
psycho-spiritual entity chooses before returning to
Earth.

next time: see section 1.20
of this chapter.

There are many psycho-spiritual entities that are
not in a position to choose. And, when they return
to Earth and reach adulthood, they say that their
fate is such that they will suffer until death!
All these perceptions are human. None is the same
as the meaning given by the Divine Authority.
As I said before, every human is a marionette. It
has one string, and together with the other human
strings, forms one and the same total of strings that
are held by Anarhon Who is the provider of just the
motive power. This motive power, as a mechanism
of an entity, is called the soul. You have no other
relationship with Anarhon Who has gifted you a free
spirit. If you stumble, you punish yourself, because
you are subject to the Laws of Anarhon.
The Spiritual World helps you in every way it can so
that you do not make major errors, and in this way,
delay Divine Providence.
If your spirit works well, you understand the
enormity of our offer towards men. If your spirit
does not work well under the influence of earthly
thought and the attraction of your desires, then it is
not We who are to blame, but you, who are again
attracted by the forbidden fruit.
Do not apply carelessly the word «φυλισμός»
(phylismos = sexism) in the meaning of the
forbidden fruit, which (forbidden fruit) is the
disobedience towards the correctness and its
attraction to falsehood.
I hope that you have perceived what I am saying,
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that you do not react to all that Heaven is offering
and that you receive with great satisfaction all that
matter offers you. Of course you have a need of
what matter offers, within a measure. Is not an
excessive desire of the material things a
disobedience towards correctness?
Your fallacious justification becomes believable only
to those who have a material tendency. In Heaven,
such justifications do not have a place. I am saying
this so you are not of the opinion that the forbidden
fruit has the meaning that you have given it.
Think a bit deeper, so you can perceive the
essence of the meaning and not only its form.

1.20 The meaning of karma
{Pharah}
[23-218]

My dear brethren, the word “karma” cannot be
translated in any other language of your world.
You call it “destiny”, “fate”, “luck”. These words do
not render the meaning of “karma”.
It is, of course, something similar to destiny without
of course meaning this, even if the Spiritual World
has avoided giving you the true meaning of this
word, leaving it to be understood that it has a
connection with destiny and fate.
But the
differences are great.
“Destiny” is something that is going to happen and
then happens. But what is going to happen and
under what circumstances and for what reason
does not concern you. Therefore, “destiny” is not a
positive explanation.
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“Fate” is related to “destiny”. It is given by the
accidental influence of the Invisible Power. But
which is this, and why does it operate in this way or
another? This is unspecified! Therefore from this
meaning that you call “fate”, you do not have a
positive aspect.
“Luck” is another word that you use frequently
attributing to it good and bad energies, because
luck, according to human perception, is blind and
gives happiness where it should not give it and
sadness where it should give happiness.
From this human perception, luck is blind. Luck, as
you perceive it, does not exist! You create it to
justify your situations in life. Everyone places his
luck on his wishes and needs.
If one is rich and has the world’s goods - you say
about him: “how lucky he is!”
It is possible for this man whose misery you do not
know, to be the most miserable of all. And another,
who has very few possessions which are just
enough to live on, he says it is “luck” which at that
instance pleases him and satisfies him! Therefore,
luck is fickle because man wants it to be so.
Therefore, the three meanings of “destiny” “fate”
and “luck” have something relating them that the old
Indian philosophers named “karma”.
Karma is a distance of time with continuous images
that the spirit accepts when it is about to reappear
on your Earth. And the karma is unchangeable.
Therefore, when the psycho-spiritual entity
farewells Heaven to reincarnate on Earth to atone
for its sins and increase its soul-strength, it passes
through the Barrier of Forgetfulness that you
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already know, forgetting everything.
As the entity develops, it follows the path that has
already been drawn up in Heaven and which it
accepted as being correct for its atonement. But
the new entity in the world does not know this; it
knows it only in its subconscious. And if difficulties
arise in its life, it should not attribute them to destiny
or fate or luck since this same entity has chosen its
path!
It is possible for its karma to be instantaneous, of a
short duration or of a long duration. No one is to
blame for this. Because if the entity wanted, before
descending from Heaven, it could have suffered
more of its punishment in Heaven. But it wanted to
shorten its ethical and spiritual pain, and decided to
align itself with the spirits that bring with them their
karma.
The word “karma” has a deeper meaning that
cannot be explained to human entities. It remains
therefore, inside the Mystery of Divine Justice, from
where, deep down can be found the clue that leads
to Truth, Justice and Love.

1.21 Fight your bad urges
{Pharah}
[23-180]

My dear brethren, I am obliged as One of the
Authorities of Our Kingdom, to remind you to be as
careful about your expressions as about your
actions.
Those who listen to Our Will, will find the correct
path and will never be in danger under any
circumstance. This is because they will receive our
protective enlightenment that is not only of
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knowledge but is also a defensive wall for each
person.
You are all called the faithful of the Spiritual World.
However, words without substance mean nothing. I
prefer that you are faithful by deed, so that We can
be well disposed towards you.
I am very strict where I must be and when I say
something, this will happen. It is now time for you
to be prudent, to fight falsehood, duplicity and your
bad urges, so that your prayer can be heard and
produce useful results for you and also for your
brothers.
The Spiritual World is determined to assist and
support you in whatever condition you are. It only
suffices, that you also understand It and travel the
path that we have shown you a thousand times.
It is not enough to be called spiritualists if first you
do not comply with Our teachings, Our advice and
Our directions. In this case, do not be afraid of any
obstacle, because you have the protection of the
Lord in Whose name I speak.
You are all children of the same Heaven. But why
do you separate your responsibilities and are not
able to understand with a light heart that you are
brothers?
Where do you stumble? On self-interest? Over
material goods? On the preference of your wishes?
Consider my words, and decide your luck. Luck as
you say, cannot be understood without logic and
comprehension.
The Spiritual Leaders have
analysed the fatal word “luck” before. I say fatal
because you think as fatalists. If you thought with
prudence, honesty and Love, true Love, then
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everything would change in your perception and
you would be able to follow the path of Light and
not the path of Darkness that wrecks the soul
strength and Man’s heart.
I hope that you will feel the truth of My words and
do not make mistakes that will have a bad
resonance, not only with your inner world but also
with the external one in which you live and travel.

1.22 Those who do not pay attention to
Heaven’s punishment
{Pharah}
[23-181]

Those who do not pay any attention to Heaven’s
punishment, despite Our persistence to help, not
listening to the directions, advice and indications of
the Spiritual World for their deliverance, with the
excuse that “let us return again to Earth”- let them
be aware that their sins have totally blinded them.
But if with their obedience they are saved, do not let
them have the impression that they will not return to
Earth to perfect their education.
Punished though, the duration of time in Heaven
will be extensive and terrible and Divinity will show
no pity towards them. When the decision is taken
by the Spiritual World to return these entities to
Earth, they will be totally ignorant under which
terrible conditions they will find themselves in, and
about what they are going to suffer in their new
earthly life!
Crying and lamenting, without knowing their
previous existences and actions, in a monologue
they will say “my God have I done such wrong to be
punished so severely?” But the Heavenly Law is
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unbending, relentless and harsh.
And now, think with spiritual calmness and perceive
the enormous Love of the Spiritual World towards
the disobedient who have become prisoners of
matter and of their passions. Contemplate Our
kindness to save you earlier, and you rejecting it,
serve Evil to the detriment of yourself and your
neighbours.
Wake up before the flame of pain surrounds you.

1.23 What should be the stance of the
faithful during séances?
{Chrysostom of Smyrna}
[19-215]

Do not be scared and do not lose your composure
during moments that may shake your hope. Just,
as an earthquake comes and then goes, in this way
whatever happens will come and will go.
I am with you to show you what your stance should
be during communications (séances).
Complete silence, calmness of the spirit and of the
soul.
During Divine Communication you must not think of
other matters or other troublesome thoughts from
daily life. You come here to receive strength and
not to lose it. We know your business and there is
no need to repeat it before the Communication.
The Divine Authority takes care of everything.
It is not allowed, during the Communication, to
cross your legs because this causes bad circulation
of your strengths.
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Preferably keep your palms on your knees. If this
is not convenient it does not matter. But when you
pray or supplicate, have your palms open, because
from them the silent energy of your supplication is
transmitted.

on your knees:
facing downwards.

palms

palms
upwards

facing

open:

It is not the head that receives the Heavenly rays,
but the subconscious, in order to transmit them,
through the spirit, to the brain. From there, through
the utterances of the medium, the images become
words.
Be respectful towards the Spiritual World and pious.
Be good towards your fellow men, starting with the
brethren in the room.
The Society is like a family, large or small. It
possesses strong opinion that can be easily
transmitted to the Divine Authority by the medium,
the same as in a Church. But there is something
else that happens. The one thousandth of the
faithful keep order. Others philosophise on subjects
that are not relevant to the whole. Even though
they ought to be heard, unfortunately the Lord does
not hear them.
Who is to blame but the bad
management of the clergy who talk about trite
things and forget the essential.
If there is more than one medium in a room, it is
possible for them to affect the active medium. This
happens in various Centres of your world. I do not
speak about yours, because there is a special
reason for its existence and I do not want to speak
further as an advertiser.
You all have such strength but you do not cultivate
it. When we gave this encouragement to your
medium we told him, if he remembers, to wait until it
had matured and then he would be able to bring
very tasty fruit for all the entities - as has happened.
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He is only awaiting the appearance of the Lord for
something that the Lord of Light has promised him.
I am unable to specify the day and the time. Lord
Pharah will specify this.
That is what I had to say; I may return to give you a
special communication on the knowledge of the
apparent Good with the infernal power of Evil.

1.24 The atmosphere during
communications
{Pharah}
[22-210]

Please respect this place. You know well that
communications are not carried out in an
atmosphere full of smoke because you hinder the
contact between the Divine and the receiver. The
medium knows this. Why doesn’t he speak?

smoke: refers to cigarette
smoke.

I will explain: The smoke is a useless substance,
and you ought to use something that links the
Spiritual World with the faithful and does not
distance It. A clear atmosphere facilitates this. You
will also benefit from the point of view of your
health.
When you are concerned about a subject, try not to
convert it into a problem, because then each one of
you will give a different solution.
Take into
consideration the simplest one, even if this, on first
sight is difficult. Order requires this. I will not say
more on this subject, as a specialist will talk about
it, because his knowledge has placed him in a
different place to others.
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1.25 The mediums, in their ignorance, are
instruments of Evil
{Plato}
[19-141]

My brethren, when an accident happens to entity-A
and he dies, you know well that he is unable to
appear for so many days when he is recalled to
Earth by a medium. If he does appear, it is another
spirit that is replacing him and it tries to describe the
accident with screams, pain etc. This is not
permitted, because the spirit in Heaven does not
suffer from the accident. It stopped being what it
was in action on Earth.

Editor’s comment:
It is common practice for
Heavenly entities to discuss
only topics in the area of
their speciality.

Who then appears and embodies to give through
pain the exact symptoms of entity-A’s identity?
Who else can it be, except he who is trying to
deceive you?
The evidence is that the medium suffers. Why does
the spirit embody and give these identities, to
convince the faithful that he is entity-A? It is
possible that the medium stops breathing! Who
does this? The spirit of Good or of Evil?
You go to see this type of spectacle to amuse
yourselves, without knowing exactly what happens
in those circles, where there is no Divine Light. But
they tell you that truly the light is divine! How does
the medium conclude this? Is it because he saw
the light in the Spirit? The Spirit of Dissension also
has light! When I say “black light” it does not mean
that it radiates black rays. The Light always has
white or golden rays in two ray shades. This is how
you fall into the net of the Wicked one without you
knowing it!
It is possible for entity-A, as a spirit, to provide you
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with an excellent identity and it may also transmit a
number of points that you had forgotten in order to
convince you that he is truly himself and not
someone else. How will you scrutinise this, since
Evil lies every day? What he transmitted are
correct as points of identity. But what is he going to
transmit in the future and you are going to believe
him? This is a different topic!
Who has managed to mock Evil? Since the human
race, because of him, appeared on Earth to gain its
life with toil and torments you are and you will
continue to be mocked as an imbecilic toy of Evil!
Pay attention to our Teachings. Do not proclaim
Love but its application. Only then will you be in a
position to recognise the difference between Good
and Evil, between innocent and wicked and say:
“something directs me and prevents me from
believing or doing this or that”.
Do not think that Evil can be easily apprehended
and placed in a bottle! When you achieve this, you
will see, that it is you who are in the bottle!
Evil is a tremendous power. But you, having joyful
light, do not be attracted towards it, but towards the
Light of Truth, of Love and of Justice so you can
find the Lord’s path.
EARTHLY GUIDE: Can you please enlighten us on
this point:
Even though Evil – whose presence no one can
perceive – is able to trap mediums and does so,
should these spiritual communications still be
carried out? It is only through them that men are
convinced of the immortality of the soul and that
there is the feasibility of being able to communicate
by ignoring the traps of Evil that you have described
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so clearly. Even negatively Evil becomes the
instigator of good in this case.
Is this thought correct?
PLATO: Of course it is correct, because never has
a student remained for years in the same class.
Having acquired some knowledge, the students
ought to advance so they can reach and see the
True Light.
To convince men only about the immortality of the
soul is not sufficient. They ought also to learn how
to acquire this immortality in the higher classes of
universities, if such exist.

1.26 The medium, in his ignorance, may
dictate works of living authors to confuse
the inspiration from the Divine
{Homer}
[10-190]

In your world there are a few, but extremely
powerful mediums in the service of evil spirits. This
happens so that they can bring total confusion to
the communications received from good spirits.
The purpose of this Path, in which you are taking
part by following the Heavenly Teachings, is to
strike the Daemon of Evil wherever he is. This is
another way of checking, that is, through a checking
mechanism that the Lord has created to examine
everything.
The mediums that we are discussing, without them
being aware, fall into the service of Evil. This is
how it happens: they say that through their research
they seek to clarify if a Heavenly spirit transmits a
work or a teaching or if these stem from earthly
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thoughts of men that the medium can get in touch
with. The medium borrows the way and thought of
the construction of an article in total ignorance of
the supposed author.
Through this doubt, researchers who want to be
called scientists are brought down by the deception
of Evil who has cunningly opened up the trap of
their misfortune!
Evil, who mimics everything perfectly, knows the
writing style of all the living authors very well,
communicates directly with the medium and
dictates to him part of an earthly author’s work; a
piece of work of which the true author in reality is
totally ignorant.
This way, under the guidance of Evil, many works
have been plagiarised. Works of scientific interest
have been published by this means in the press in a
strange manner, so that the real authors are
surprised and accept that other men (scientists)
have conceived the inspiration before them.
That is what happens with the unfaithful who insist
that only by touching are they convinced of the
Divine Authority. They are going to suffer more
until they are brought to their senses and can
blindly believe, since the pure teaching of Heaven
contains nothing that can be criticised.
When the medium receives a topic from the
subconscious of a living author, you - who examine
everything - should study this work and then you
will notice without surprise that it really has been
dictated according to the phraseology of the author.
The Divine Enlightenment is missing, that is, the
medium is not transmitting anything useful to
humanity. It does not teach aspects of Heavenly
life or movements of Spiritual Leaders, Guides and
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Guardian Angels, because the transmission of the
work was made by the evil spirit.
Be careful with this type of work that has the aim of
shaking and destroying your Faith and piety
towards the Highest Authority that labours to
increase your morals and cleanse your spirit of the
contaminating flow of evil spirits.
There is no need to have recourse to this type of
work when there are authors that receive the
wicked radiation of daemons directly. They corrupt
the thoughts with their manuscripts, and mislead
their brothers to the uncertain and destructive
actions of life’s work.

1.27 Clarification
{Plato}
[19-146]

Brethren, I did this favour for you for the reasons
that you know and it is not necessary for me to
repeat the same.

did this favour for you:
allowed
a
personal
communication

You see how Heaven is favourably disposed
towards you on many subjects.
My brethren, when someone is not enlightened by
the Spiritual World he may suffer. If the world was
enlightened on this point, that is, of the Spiritual
World and the Fountain of the Lord, much would
change to the advantage of your brethren.
Everyone would be aware of the path that they
ought to follow and they would not distort it with
misinterpretations and sophisms!
Other good spirits, but of a lower spiritual rank,
transmit at different Centres of your world a small
part of their enlightenment. That is, they carry out
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the spadework of the great and valuable knowledge
that the Spiritual World transmits and will transmit to
you, precisely for opening the inner eyes of men
who say that they are full of knowledge!
Ask whatever you want, I am listening.
EARTHLY GUIDE: Brother Plato, referring to what
you said at our last meeting (see section 1.25)
about inviting a person who recently died and is
substituted by the Devil to mock us, we wish to
learn if this happens only to recently departed
spirits or also to spirits that have died some years
ago, if they are called for communication.
PLATO: The same thing also occurs with those who
have been recalled many years ago. Also note that
everything I said in that Teaching, is a rule that has
exceptions.
A spirit that is strong and good is able to appear
without being embodied in the medium and without
receiving ectoplasm from other mediums.
Ectoplasm is not an attribute of only a few
mediums, but exists also in the Infinity, then it is
called “Divine ectoplasm”.
It is possible for the Evil spirit to receive such
ectoplasm, without it being divine. If you are not
agitated in front of him and keep your self-control,
having the Lord in your mind, make the Sign of the
Cross and immediately it will dissolve!
This
ectoplasm is fake. That is, Evil with his suggestive
power shows you a person, or he appears himself,
without any substance existing! Keep this in mind.
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1.28 General instructions to the Circle
{Euclid}
[19-104]

NOTE: Brother Dionysios T., with respect and
devoutness asks if his mother wishes to say
something to him, and if permission is given for her
to say it.
EUCLID: Another one of the faithful asks for
something. Do not disappoint anyone even if they
ask for the impossible.
Tell him (brother Dionysios) that his mother is very
concerned about him and generally about his life.
She says with bitterness, that apart from her son all
the others have deviated and follow a material path
without any spirituality and perception of the Divine
Authority. She appears so she can assist, so that
the children of her child do not find themselves in
an impasse and bitterly regret it, without having the
means for their salvation. “Let them be careful”, his
mother says, “and at least go to the House of the
Lord and ask for His help otherwise their lives will
be very hard. Today they rejoice. Tomorrow they
will grieve. Therefore, before the worst comes, let
them repel evil with the strength of the Lord’s Divine
Energy”.
My dear brethren, in the whole world a great
movement is taking place that has started to take
flesh and bones. This movement comes from
young people and some of their enlightened
collaborators, who have perceived the bad fate of
humanity that has distanced itself from Christ. The
young are moving forwards with Christian strength
and are enlightened by the inspiration of those
young persons who are seeking an exit from the
dark corridor in which they found themselves when
going towards the Boulevard of the Lord. That is
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why the Work of the Spiritual World had to enlighten
those in need of Divine Light much earlier. But it is
never too late when the Spiritual World assists its
Work. All these things should have been in the
possession of these faithful young people because
many who lost their lives unjustly would have been
saved.
He who has impeded the faster dissemination of
Divine Light around the world will be asked to give
account for this, because he was able to help and
he did not, because he was led astray by the
attraction of matter and he preferred the useless
decency of himself and fame rather than humility
and the honest love towards the human race.
I will not mention the name of he who propels your
work. The Lord will award him long life and health
to his family so he can see it as he wishes inwardly.
And He will guide him to unutterable happiness, in
time, for him to rejoice listening to the influence of
the Spiritual World on his brothers throughout the
world. He blesses him and his whole family as
Energy of Divine Providence.
Do not think, my dear brethren, that Brother
Hippocrates is not concerned about everyone and
is only concerned about the very few from Our
Circle on Earth. If this Brother had permission,
nobody would complain and all would turn with their
hands extended towards him with requests and
thank him for his Divine Grace.

Brother: Hippocrates. the
Leader of the Society of the
Invisible Doctors.

I do not believe that you have forgotten that in the
Infinity there are infinite and unaltered Laws of the
Lord that are the Values of Heaven and they
intervene where it is necessary for action. In a
contrary situation these Laws would not exist. The
Laws of Anarhon are just in their absoluteness.
They never err! It is possible to give life to the
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dead and death to the living, without having the
freedom to justify one case or another. For this
reason these Laws are unknown to men. They
operate “by themselves” with mechanical precision
and they do not go backwards as often happens
with machines.
That is what I had to say for today.

1.29 To all the spiritualist centres of the
world
{The Spirit of Truth}
[24-45]

Every centre ought to be respected by the faithful
but not strive for leadership as happens with the
dogmas of the churches.
I would like to say much more about this Fortress
but I do not want others to think that We are
projecting this medium since this voice does not
come from him but from the Spiritual World.

Fortress:
Spiritualist
Society of Athens, ”The
Divine Light”.

I have said before that many centres are lacking
Divine Enlightenment. Spirits appear in those
centres that have positions in Heaven but this is not
enough when there is the Authority and it speaks to
you.
If the medium with his goodwill wants to help his
fellow men with their queries, illnesses and anything
else they require, he must not forget to obtain
permission from Our Authority first because if he
exists in life it is because We want him to. At the
end of his life the Spiritual World will stop
transmitting all the necessary Teachings for
Enlightenment not only for your travel in life but also
for your direction towards the immortal life.
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I ask you, if there is praise in some of Our Texts
remove it completely. You are all equal in front of
God.
In some centres in the USA Jesus appeared! Is
that possible, in centres where they treat a
communication that the Lord would appear as a
secondary function?
It is not the appropriate time for me to expand on
this subject.
Bear in mind only that these
phenomena agitate Man but do not affect his
spiritual situation. Only the Word (Logos), the
Divine Logos, operates in such a way that It is not
perceived by many of the faithful.
But Man asks for miracles! Did they not ask this
from the Lord when He was Teaching in the Holy
Land? But the Lord ignored their requests. He
considered those requests unnecessary since they
did not understand His Words.
Today, that means in your era, you should be
happy because you follow directly the Teachings of
the Great Leaders who labour for your
enlightenment. This Star of Enlightenment will not
be seen by others, but only by those who follow the
Texts of pure communication.
I do not specify a time, but the Work of the Spiritual
World will remain immortal in the history of the
civilised world. And when this world will seek the
Source it will not be easy to find, simply because it
will not exist then.
That is why I say: “Take advantage, since you are
fortunate to follow Our communications. Consider
the best texts of the whole world (of course some of
them may have eloquence but not substance) and
compare them with those that you have in your
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hands. If you have judgement you will accept the
difference. If not, the fault is yours and it means
you did not understand what you were taught.
Once I wanted to describe the Lord’s Life in a series
of teachings. I did not do so because the scholarly
wise men of your era were proven unwise and
naive in their judgement. They did the same thing
when they asked Jesus: “What is Truth?” and the
Lord did not reply because they were in no position
to understand the significance of the depth of the
meaning.
My dear brethren, I had to speak this way for you to
understand better and I hope you understood
everything I wanted to say.
QUESTION: Our Lord, permit us to ask the
question: are we able to publish this Text in our
books?
ANSWER: You can, because the Spiritual World is
fearless and will deliver bitter blows to those who
laugh about these contents.

1.30 Do not think too much about the
deceased
{Petrula}

Petrula:
see
biography in Book 2.

short

[24-83]

I am glad I found you. I am very happy when you
are turned towards the White Light of Heavenly
Teaching.
As a student I also follow the lessons and this
soothes me very much, because you are being
taught and you need to conform to the Heavenly
Truth.
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I wish that all of you enjoy the good and necessary
goods of Earth, together with the spiritually
enlightening goods of Heaven. When you combine
and retain the measure you are within Divine
Justice, understanding and Love.
Do not think very much about the deceased, since
they have travelled to the Island of Resurrection.
Of course you are humans, and want to know how
they are, how they are thinking and what those who
departed from the world of matter are going to do.
Do not continuously disturb their calmness! They
also have to carry out work and we must not disturb
them whilst they are carrying out their duties.
You may say: “what is the use of the Spiritual World
then?”
It is useful my brothers for linking you with its
Authority so you can be directed directly from it as
its beloved and valuable children. It is one issue to
come into communication with the Great Teachers
and another to be in constant contact with lowly
spirits that need to be taught by Us and not for them
to enlighten you.
You have greetings from many friends and relatives
who remember you and in their prayers pray for
your
health,
your
happiness
and
your
enlightenment.

1.31 Method of teaching
{Plato}
[19-141]

My dear brethren, you have the right - given by
Heaven - to ask about what you do not know and
We will answer you wherever We can. But do not
abuse Our goodwill and deviate from what you
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should know and run back to what you should not
know because Heaven has its secrets. It is not
possible for them to be possessed by many, if the
souls of the entities are not refined.
For those who do not easily perceive the deep
meaning of the Philosophy, it is unnecessary for us
to philosophise with them. Through His parables
The Lord conquered the masses. The parables
were simple, understandable by many people and
philosophical for a few, because they did hide the
meanings of human nature. If you do not clearly
understand the nature of Man, it is impossible for
him to understand what you want to say, even
under the guise of a teaching.
If you are unable to convince A or B because he
does not understand you, show him images
because his spirit is somehow retarded.
Do not think that your wise men do not need
images. Maybe they need them even more than
the others, because they are twisted by their
egoism and their useless education.
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